KABLOONA
We were still on the look-out for our seal-camp. From time
to time the man on the leading sled would stand up on his load
and try to see it; but a few igloos in this flat immensity were
almost impossible to see, and already we had missed a first camp
by a mere half-mile. (I thought of Father Delalande, with
whom I had stayed at Coppermine. "You want to see this
country?' he said to me one day. cGet up on a chair and look
round- It's as flat as that and you'll see all of it at a glance.')
Evening was coming down and still we went on through the
grey air, wandering to left and right but moving instinctively in
a given direction nevertheless. A moment came when the sleds
stopped. Men went on ahead and spoke to the dogs. The dogs
were tilting their heads, pointing their ears in this direction and
that, and the men watched them as if of a sudden a husky might
trot straight into the camp we were seeking. Nothing came of
all this and we made igloo . . . only to discover next morning
that the seal-camp was near by.
I do not mean that next morning we saw it immediately. We
had to look for sled tracks; and we found first one and then a
second, which meant we were on the right road. The dogs were
whipped up, and the bitch, leading the first team trotted with
her nose to the snow, for she knew now where she was bound.
In another hour the men sang out that the camp was in sight.
I strained and strained, and saw nothing until one of the Eski-
mos pointed with his whip; and rather against my will I agreed
that I saw what he saw. Soon what he saw became for me some-
thing as big as a pin-head; in a quarter-hour the pin-heads were
fly-specks; and in the end I could see that the fly-specks were in
truth a camp.
Within sight of the camp we stopped. Nothing stirred.
'What now?* L. asked with a worried look.
*I don't know. We are waiting. If the Eskimos say nothing,
then it's no good asking. We shall have to wait with them/
'But what do you think? Is anything the matter?5
'I don't believe so. Probably a different clan, and our people
are cautious.
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